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Follow The Yellow Brick Road
What in the world does “the yellow brick
road” (remember Wizard of Oz?) have to do
with Managed Care?! Let’s just say it is a
metaphor about good documentation that
will lead you to the emerald city of Oz – that
wonderful place where there are no takebacks and you get to keep the green (cash)
you worked so hard to get. Okay . . . work
with me here. I’m trying to
make an article about
documentation a little more fun
and interesting. 
Think about it. When we come
to do an audit, we are looking
for specific information in a paper trail —
the yellow brick road — that leads us from
the very beginning of the story (signed
consents) to formulation of the path to be
taken (the Assessment and Plan of Care)
which takes into consideration people who
will be encountered along the way (signed
releases) and gives a detailed map of where
and when treatment began and takes us all
the way up to where, when and why
treatment ended.
As auditors, we are the viewers (or readers,
if you wish) of the amazing journey that you
and your client take. It is not enough to
know that you got the client from point A to
point B. We need to see what the journey
was like. What happened? What did the
client say and do? What did you say and
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do? Did you tell the client you were going
to do something (e.g. make referrals,
advocate, reassess, provide linkage) and
then did you follow-through and do what
you said you were going to do. As with
any good story, there will be twists and
turns along the way. We know that things
will not always go as planned – you know,
the clinical versions of flying monkeys and
fields of poppies – but we do expect to
read about those things and what you did
(as therapist) to get back on track and
follow the path that leads the client to
accomplishing their treatment goals.
We’re not asking for epic documentation
that equates to something the size of War
and Peace, but we do need to read a story
that incorporates all of the elements of
thorough documentation. Hopefully this
metaphor has been helpful for you in
visualizing the process of good
documentation. Next month we’ll talk
about the Easter Bunny and family
relationships with his cousin, Bugs Bunny.
Okay, that’s not true, but it did make you
stop and wonder for a moment 

Memorial Day
Managed Care will be closed on
Monday, May 27th in observance of
Memorial day. Memorial Day is a day of
remembering the men and women who
died while serving in the United States
Armed Forces.
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NAMI WALKS
Walking for Mental Health
NAMIWalks is a fundraising and mental
health awareness program. All the funds
collected by Walkers will be used to fund
NAMI’s FREE programs here in Fresno.
These programs include support,
education, research and advocacy. Anyone
interested in information on how his or her
company or organization can sponsor the
Walk should contact Lori Sholders at the
local NAMI office at (559) 224-2469 or at
namiwalkslori@gmail.com

To register a team online, visit
www.namifresno.org/fresno
DATE: MAY 11, 2013
LOCATION: ROEDING PARK, FRESNO, CA
WALKER CHECK-IN TIME: 7:30AM
OFFICIAL WALK START TIME: 9:00AM
DISTANCE: 3.1 MILES
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Medical Necessity

written and progress notes need to also
document on-going medical necessity, if
treatment is to continue. In order to meet
medical necessity, the client’s condition
will not respond to physical health based
treatment alone.

The third component of medical necessity
Medical Necessity is a term we use when
is Intervention Related Criteria. The client
talking about whether or not a client is
must meet all of the following for this
Medi-Cal eligible to receive mental health
component. First, the focus is to address
services. You could easily
the condition identified (diagnosis
understand what Medical
There Are Three
and corresponding symptoms) and
Necessity might mean
Basic Components
the client will benefit from the
when it comes to physical
To Medical
intervention which will do one or
health, but what the heck
Necessity
more of the following:
is Medical Necessity when
it comes to mental health?
 Significantly diminish the impairment
Medical Necessity is the principle criterion
Medi-Cal uses to determine payment or
authorization for covered services. To be
eligible for reimbursement, medical
necessity for specialty mental health
services must exist before and during
ongoing treatment.
There are three basic components to
Medical Necessity that are required to
justify medical necessity for specialty
mental health services. The first is that the
client must have, as a primary diagnosis,
one of the included diagnoses as identified
by the State of California and your Fresno
County Mental Health Plan. The included
diagnoses are different for outpatient from
inpatient treatment. For a complete list of
the included diagnoses, please contact your
Provider Relations Specialist (Arlene or
Christina) at Managed Care 600-4645.
The second criteria is referred to as
Impairment Criteria. Due to the mental
disorder, the client must meet at least one
of the following:


Impairment in an important area of life
functioning.



Probability of significant deterioration
in an important area of life functioning.



Probability that a child will not progress
developmentally as appropriate.

Impairments must be documented in the
assessment, from which the plan of care is



Prevent significant deterioration



Allow individually appropriate
developmental progress (children
only)

client (within 3 days of the assessment)
place one copy in the client’s chart (where
you will also keep the completed
assessment), and send one copy to
Managed Care. And, where might you get
one of these NOA-A forms? Right here
NOA-A (click on blue type). You will notice that
the form is available in English, Hmong and
Spanish.

Also included in this criteria is that the
client’s condition will not be responsive to
physical health-based treatment alone.
Diagnostic Summary
The Mental Health Plan requires clinicians
to use the DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria
and to list the numerical and descriptive
definition when providing the five-axis
diagnosis (for example: 296.33 Major
Depression Severe, without Psychotic
features).

National Children's Mental
Health Awareness Day
Thursday, May 9, 2013

You can help raise awareness about the
importance of children's mental health by
sharing information about trauma and
FAQ: When Client Does Not
resilience in children.
Meet Medical Necessity
Communities around the country
participated last year by holding their own
The big question you’ve probably got is,
Awareness Day events, focusing either on
“What if I get all the way through the
the national theme, or adapting the theme
assessment and the client does not meet
to the populations they serve.
medical necessity. Can I still get paid for
The effort seeks to raise awareness about
the work I did?” You
Can I Still Get Paid
the importance of children's mental health.
will be happy to
For The
Positive mental health is essential to a
know that the
Assessment Even child's healthy development from birth.
answer is “YES! You
Though The Client Click on this link for more information
can still get paid.”
from SAMHSA Awareness Day
Did Not Meet
And you should get
Medical Necessity? By the way, SAMHSA has a ton of
paid. After all, you
educational information about treating
did the work.
mental illness that you might find helpful
However, you will need to fill-out a special
(and FREE) for your practice. Check it
form called a “Notice of Action-A” form
out at: SAMHSA Publications
(NOA-A for short) and give one to the

